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We see concurrency as a fundamental mechanism of the universe, We see concurrency as a fundamental mechanism of the universe, 
existing in all structures and at all levels of granularity.existing in all structures and at all levels of granularity.

For simplicityFor simplicity, therefore, the system must be , therefore, the system must be concurrentconcurrent –– so that so that 
this this modellingmodelling is obvious and correct.is obvious and correct.

Yet concurrency is thought to be an Yet concurrency is thought to be an advancedadvanced topic, topic, harderharder than than 
serial computing (which therefore needs to be mastered first).serial computing (which therefore needs to be mastered first).

Concurrency and Computer SystemsConcurrency and Computer SystemsConcurrency and Computer Systems

To be useful in this universe, any computer system has to model To be useful in this universe, any computer system has to model 
and reflect an appropriate level of abstraction.and reflect an appropriate level of abstraction.

?!!?!! ?!!?!!?!!?!!?!!?!! ?!!?!!
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This tradition makes no sense …This tradition makes no sense This tradition makes no sense ……

…… which has which has (radical)(radical) implications on how we should implications on how we should 
educate people for computer science educate people for computer science ……

…… and on how we apply what we have learnt and on how we apply what we have learnt ……
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This tradition makes no sense …This tradition makes no sense This tradition makes no sense ……

The next 5 slides are The next 5 slides are promotionalpromotional (and (and demotionaldemotional) material presented ) material presented 
to first year students.to first year students.

Although we would like to offer this in Term One, our modules Although we would like to offer this in Term One, our modules 
(Co538 / Co632) are,(Co538 / Co632) are, currentlycurrently,, elective options taken by second elective options taken by second 
and final year students. and final year students. 

So, hereSo, here’’s how we s how we promotepromote (and (and demotedemote) concurrency at Kent, where ) concurrency at Kent, where 
we have been running a full undergraduate module (20we have been running a full undergraduate module (20--25 lectures) 25 lectures) 
on concurrency for 23 years on concurrency for 23 years ……
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(Co538) Concurrency – Design & Practice(Co538) Concurrency – Design & Practice

ConcurrencyConcurrency is is many things happening at the same timemany things happening at the same time::
so is the real world so is the real world –– and computers, to be useful, have to model and computers, to be useful, have to model 
relevant bits of it;relevant bits of it;

itit’’s needed to support multiple demands s needed to support multiple demands (e.g. internet services, (e.g. internet services, 
games, robotics, graphics/GUIs, mobile phones, biogames, robotics, graphics/GUIs, mobile phones, bio--systems systems 
experiments, big physics modelling , realexperiments, big physics modelling , real--time control, operating time control, operating 
systems, systems, ……)), even when running on a single processor;, even when running on a single processor;

itit’’s needed to exploit s needed to exploit multicoremulticore and and multiprocessormultiprocessor systems;systems;

itit’’s needed for s needed for distributeddistributed systems and systems and supercomputingsupercomputing;;

itit’’s needed for s needed for hardware designhardware design, , implementationimplementation and and operationoperation..

pretty much everything really pretty much everything really ……   …… core Computer Sciencecore Computer Science
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(Co538) Research Engagement(Co538) Research Engagement

JCSP / CHP / JCSP / CHP / 
C++CSPC++CSP

concurrency libraries for
Java / Haskell / C++

concurrencyconcurrency libraries forlibraries for
Java / Haskell / C++Java / Haskell / C++

a language for concurrencya language for a language for concurrencyconcurrency

occamoccam--
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(Co538) Research Engagement(Co538) Research Engagement

Programming technologies have been (are being) developed hereProgramming technologies have been (are being) developed here::

occamoccam-- (an industrial strength programming language based on (an industrial strength programming language based on 
the formal process algebras of the formal process algebras of CSPCSP and the and the ––calculuscalculus););

JCSPJCSP (a 100% pure Java library providing an API that supports the (a 100% pure Java library providing an API that supports the 
same concurrency model as same concurrency model as occamoccam--););

C++CSPC++CSP / / CHPCHP (a 100% pure C++ / Haskell library providing an API (a 100% pure C++ / Haskell library providing an API 
that supports the same concurrency model as that supports the same concurrency model as occamoccam--).).

This module will teach this model though the programming technologies
(we won’t be doing the formal mathematics).
This module will teach this model This module will teach this model though the programming technologiesthough the programming technologies
(we won(we won’’t be doing the formal mathematics).t be doing the formal mathematics).

There will be lots of programming in this module.           There will be lots ofThere will be lots of programming programming in this module.  in this module.           

For the past 20 years, this department has been a leading centreFor the past 20 years, this department has been a leading centre of of 
research into the theory and research into the theory and (especially)(especially) the practice of the practice of concurrencyconcurrency..
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(Co538) Research Engagement(Co538) Research Engagement

Key new concepts:Key new concepts:

processes (components, water-tight and alive)processesprocesses (components, water(components, water--tight and alive)tight and alive)

synchronised communication (over channels)synchronised communicationsynchronised communication (over channels)(over channels)

networks (processes connected by channels and barriers)networksnetworks (processes connected by channels and barriers)(processes connected by channels and barriers)

choice (waiting for and reacting to events)choicechoice (waiting for and reacting to events)(waiting for and reacting to events)

structure (networks within networks)structurestructure (networks within networks)(networks within networks)

dynamics (run-time network construction and re-shaping)dynamicsdynamics (run(run--time network construction and retime network construction and re--shaping)shaping)

mobility (agents)mobilitymobility (agents)(agents)

mulitiway synchronisation (over barriers)mulitiwaymulitiway synchronisationsynchronisation (over barriers)(over barriers)
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(Co632) Advanced Concurrency – Design & Practice(Co632) Advanced Concurrency – Design & Practice

ConcurrencyConcurrency is is many things happening at the same timemany things happening at the same time..

This module introduces This module introduces dynamicsdynamics –– the construction, evolution the construction, evolution 
and termination of systems (or suband termination of systems (or sub--systems) systems) onon--thethe--flyfly..

This is needed for systems that:This is needed for systems that:
scale with demand scale with demand (e.g. web services, air(e.g. web services, air--traffic control)traffic control);;

evolve with demand evolve with demand (e.g. peer(e.g. peer--toto--peer networking)peer networking);;

model growing organisms model growing organisms (e.g. (e.g. nanitenanite assemblies)assemblies);;

configure, load and run supercomputer resourcesconfigure, load and run supercomputer resources
(e.g. (e.g. GridGrid computing, our computing, our TUNATUNA and and CoSMoSCoSMoS clusters)clusters). . 
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What we Need from ConcurrencyWhat we Need from ConcurrencyWhat we Need from Concurrency
A powerful tool for A powerful tool for simplifyingsimplifying the description of systems.the description of systems.

PerformancePerformance that spins out from the above, but is that spins out from the above, but is notnot the primary the primary 
focus.focus.

A model of concurrency that is A model of concurrency that is mathematically cleanmathematically clean, yields no , yields no 
engineering surprises and scales well with system complexity.engineering surprises and scales well with system complexity.

The good news is that The good news is that we can have it allwe can have it all –– and we donand we don’’t need to t need to 
understand the understand the mathsmaths!  It!  It’’s burnt into the s burnt into the languageslanguages (or(or librarieslibraries) ) 
supporting the model.  And we use supporting the model.  And we use diagramsdiagrams..
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CSP and π-calculusCSP CSP andand ππ--calculuscalculus

We do not need to be mathematically sophisticated to work with tWe do not need to be mathematically sophisticated to work with themhem.  .  
The sophistication is preThe sophistication is pre--engineered into the modelengineered into the model.. We benefit simply We benefit simply 
by using it.by using it.

CSPCSP and the and the ππ--calculuscalculus are are process process algebraealgebrae –– mathematical theories mathematical theories 
for specifying and verifying patterns of behaviour arising from for specifying and verifying patterns of behaviour arising from 
interactions between concurrent objects.interactions between concurrent objects.

CSPCSP has a has a formalformal, and , and compositionalcompositional, semantics that is , semantics that is in line with our in line with our 
informal intuition about the way such things workinformal intuition about the way such things work.. Claim
The The ππ--calculuscalculus has a has a formalformal, and , and operationaloperational, semantics that is , semantics that is in line in line 
with our informal intuition about the way networks can be constrwith our informal intuition about the way networks can be constructed, ucted, 
and taken down, dynamicallyand taken down, dynamically.. Claim
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ProcessesProcessesProcesses

A A processprocess is a component that encapsulates some data structures is a component that encapsulates some data structures 
and algorithms for manipulating that data.and algorithms for manipulating that data.

Both its data and algorithms are Both its data and algorithms are privateprivate.  The outside world can .  The outside world can 
neither see that data nor execute those algorithms!   neither see that data nor execute those algorithms!   [They are not [They are not 
objects objects ……]  ]  [Think chips [Think chips ……]]

The algorithms are executed by the process in its own thread (orThe algorithms are executed by the process in its own thread (or
threads) of control.  Each process is threads) of control.  Each process is alivealive..

So, how does one process interact with another?So, how does one process interact with another?

Well, they communicate Well, they communicate ……

my.process
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The simplest form of interaction is The simplest form of interaction is synchronisedsynchronised messagemessage--passing passing 
along along channelschannels..

The simplest forms of channel are The simplest forms of channel are zerozero--bufferedbuffered and  and  pointpoint--toto--pointpoint
(i.e. (i.e. wireswires).).

But, we can have But, we can have bufferedbuffered channels (channels (blocking blocking / / overwritingoverwriting).).

And And anyany--11, , 11--anyany and and anyany--anyany channels.channels.

And And multimulti--way synchronisationway synchronisation ((barriersbarriers) ) ……

And more And more ……

ProcessesProcessesProcesses my.process
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(a) a network of three processes, connected by four (a) a network of three processes, connected by four 
internal (hidden) and three external channels.internal (hidden) and three external channels.

foo

bar

m
e
r
g
e

serverserver

(b) three processes sharing the writing end(b) three processes sharing the writing end
of a channel to a server process.of a channel to a server process.

(c) three processes sharing the writing end of a channel(c) three processes sharing the writing end of a channel
to a bank of servers sharing the reading end.to a bank of servers sharing the reading end.

s (0)s (0) s (7)s (7)...
(d) n processes enrolled on a shared barrier (any process (d) n processes enrolled on a shared barrier (any process 

synchronising must wait for all to synchronise).synchronising must wait for all to synchronise).

...p (0) p (n-1)
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foo

bar

m
e
r
g
e

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:
PARPAR

foofoo (in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)(in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)
bar (a!, b?, d!)bar (a!, b?, d!)
merge (c?, d?, right!)merge (c?, d?, right!)

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:

aa bb

cc

dd

inin

leftleft

rightright

(a) a network of three processes, connected by four (a) a network of three processes, connected by four 
internal (hidden) and three external channels.internal (hidden) and three external channels.
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thingthing

PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)

::

foo

bar

m
e
r
g
e

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:
PARPAR

foofoo (in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)(in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)
bar (a!, b?, d!)bar (a!, b?, d!)
merge (c?, d?, right!)merge (c?, d?, right!)

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:

process process 
abstractionabstraction

aa bb

cc

dd

inin

leftleft

rightright
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inin

foo

bar

m
e
r
g
e

aa bb

cc

dd

leftleft

rightright

thingthing

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:
PARPAR

foofoo (in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)(in?, left!, a?, b!, c!)
bar (a!, b?, d!)bar (a!, b?, d!)
merge (c?, d?, right!)merge (c?, d?, right!)

CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:CHAN BYTE a, b, c, d:
PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)

::

process process 
abstractionabstraction
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rightrightleftleft

inin

thingthing
process process 

abstractionabstraction

PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)PROC thing (CHAN INT in?, left!, right!)

Like foofoo, barbar and mergemerge previously, thingthing is a process that can 
be used as a component in another network.

Concurrent systems have structure – networks within networks.
We must be able to express this!  And we can …   
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PARPAR
circle (c!)circle (c!)
triangle (c!)triangle (c!)
square (c!)square (c!)
server (c?)server (c?)

serverserver

SHARED ! CHAN SOME.SERVICE c:SHARED ! CHAN SOME.SERVICE c:

cc

(b) three processes sharing the writing end(b) three processes sharing the writing end
of a channel to a server process.of a channel to a server process.
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(c) three processes sharing the writing end of a channel(c) three processes sharing the writing end of a channel
to a bank of servers sharing the reading end.to a bank of servers sharing the reading end.

s (0)s (0) s (7)s (7)...
cc

PARPAR
PARPAR

circle (c!)circle (c!)
triangle (c!)triangle (c!)
square (c!)square (c!)

PAR i = 0 FOR 8PAR i = 0 FOR 8
s (i, c?)s (i, c?)

SHARED CHAN ANOTHER.SERVICE c:SHARED CHAN ANOTHER.SERVICE c:
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(d) n processes enrolled on a shared barrier (any process (d) n processes enrolled on a shared barrier (any process 
synchronising must wait for all to synchronise).synchronising must wait for all to synchronise).

...p (0) p (n-1)

bb

PAR i = 0 FOR n ENROLL bPAR i = 0 FOR n ENROLL b
p (i, b)p (i, b)

BARRIER b:BARRIER b:
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Good News!Good News!Good News!

The good news is that we can worry about each process on its ownThe good news is that we can worry about each process on its own.  .  
A process interacts with its environmentA process interacts with its environment through its channels and through its channels and 
bariersbariers.. It does not interact It does not interact directlydirectly with other processeswith other processes..

Some processes have Some processes have serialserial implementations implementations -- these are just like these are just like 
traditional serial programstraditional serial programs..

Our skills for serial logic sit happily alongside our new skillsOur skills for serial logic sit happily alongside our new skills for for 
concurrency concurrency -- there is no conflict.  there is no conflict.  There will be no race hazards.There will be no race hazards.
This This willwill scale!scale!

Some processes have Some processes have parallelparallel implementations implementations -- networks of subnetworks of sub--
processes (think hardware)processes (think hardware)..
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keyboardkeyboard

keywatch

drawdraw

Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model

gen

······ cell cellcell cell cellcell

clot

We will work through a storyboard – a 
sequence of snapshots showing an 
evolving process network, showing 
mobile processes, representing blood 
clots, in collision and combining.

We will work through a We will work through a storyboardstoryboard –– a a 
sequence of snapshots showing an sequence of snapshots showing an 
evolving process networkevolving process network, showing , showing 
mobile processes, representing blood mobile processes, representing blood 
clots, in collision and combining.clots, in collision and combining.

cell cellcell
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keyboardkeyboard

keywatch

drawdraw

gen

······ cell cellcell cell cellcell

clot

phase 1

screenscreen
display

Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model
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screenscreen
display

keyboardkeyboard

keywatch

drawdraw

gen

······ cell cellcell cell cellcell

clot
phase 0

Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model
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screenscreen
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keyboardkeyboard

keywatch
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Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model
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phase 1

screenscreen
display

keyboardkeyboard

keywatch
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gen

······ cell cellcell cell cellcell
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Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model
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Show Show 
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Show Show 
videovideo

Blood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet ModelBlood Platelet Model

https://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/research/groups/plas/wiki/3D_Blood_Clohttps://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/research/groups/plas/wiki/3D_Blood_Clottingtting

https://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/research/groups/plas/wiki/3D_Blood_Clohttps://www.cs.kent.ac.uk/research/groups/plas/wiki/3D_Blood_Clotting_Gallerytting_Gallery
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Working with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and Stuff

LegoLego MindstormsMindstorms and and occamoccam--ππ ((TransterpreterTransterpreter))
–– in in FreshersFreshers’’ Week (preWeek (pre--term 1)term 1)
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Working with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and Stuff
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Working with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and Stuff

LegoLego MindstormsMindstorms and and occamoccam--ππ ((TransterpreterTransterpreter))
–– in in FreshersFreshers’’ Week (preWeek (pre--term 1)term 1)

CylonsCylons and and Life on MarsLife on Mars
–– openopen--ended exercises (last 4 weeks of module)ended exercises (last 4 weeks of module)

Parrot Attack Parrot Attack and and Dining Philosophers AnimationDining Philosophers Animation
–– openopen--ended exercises (last 4 weeks of module)ended exercises (last 4 weeks of module)

occoidsoccoids and and complex system modelling / complex system modelling / simulatonsimulaton
–– final year projectsfinal year projects
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LegoLego MindstormsMindstorms and and occamoccam--ππ ((TransterpreterTransterpreter))
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Working with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and Stuff

Run Run 
demosdemos
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Working with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and StuffWorking with Robots and Stuff

Run Run 
demosdemos

http://www.cosmoshttp://www.cosmos--research.org/demosresearch.org/demos ((occoidsoccoids and more)and more)

Sorry: cylons, life on mars, parrot attack, and the dining philosophers animations

have still to be archived on-line.  Please mail us if interested!

Sorry: 
Sorry: cylonscylons, , life on mars

life on mars, , parrot attack
parrot attack, and , and the dining philosophers animations

the dining philosophers animations

have still to be archived on

have still to be archived on--line.  Please mail us if interested!

line.  Please mail us if interested!
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Summary (1/4)Summary (1/4)Summary (1/4)
Concurrency Concurrency is fundamental across all aspects of computer science is fundamental across all aspects of computer science 
(and life)(and life)..

Therefore, it should be taught Therefore, it should be taught at the same time as and a necessary at the same time as and a necessary 
complement tocomplement to sequentialsequential programming. programming. 

With the right concurrency model,With the right concurrency model, this can be done.  Going this can be done.  Going parallelparallel
and and loopinglooping (for example) are equally fundamental and important (for example) are equally fundamental and important 
structuring concepts for algorithms.  structuring concepts for algorithms.  Why would we teach one and Why would we teach one and 
not the other?not the other? Why would we use one and not the other?!!Why would we use one and not the other?!!

The The compositionalcompositional properties of properties of CSPCSP ensures no conflict between ensures no conflict between 
sequential and concurrent logic.  Our skills and intuition aboutsequential and concurrent logic.  Our skills and intuition about serial serial 
programming remain valid programming remain valid –– directly supporting our concurrency.directly supporting our concurrency.
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Summary (2/4)Summary (2/4)Summary (2/4)
At Kent, we teach using At Kent, we teach using occamoccam--ππ.  Students (and staff) should not be .  Students (and staff) should not be 
concerned with learning another language, if the benefits are thconcerned with learning another language, if the benefits are there. ere. 
occamoccam--ππ has a careful blend of thehas a careful blend of the CSPCSP andand ππ--calculuscalculus process process 
algebraealgebrae built in to its core.  built in to its core.  Going parallel is as simple as loopingGoing parallel is as simple as looping ––
both syntactically and semantically.  Race hazards are not possiboth syntactically and semantically.  Race hazards are not possible.ble.

KRoCKRoC and the and the TransterpreterTransterpreter are (GPL) openare (GPL) open--source downloadable.source downloadable.

KRoCKRoC is an is an occamoccam--ππ compiler and runtime for x86 architectures under compiler and runtime for x86 architectures under 
Linux, OS X or Linux, OS X or raw metalraw metal ((RMoXRMoX).  Coming soon, ).  Coming soon, via LLVMvia LLVM, this will , this will 
target most things.  Memory and processor overheads are ultratarget most things.  Memory and processor overheads are ultra--low. low. 
In current practice, In current practice, hundreds of thousandshundreds of thousands of processes can be of processes can be 
managed on modern processors.  managed on modern processors.  It eats multicore for breakfast.It eats multicore for breakfast.

The The TransterpreterTransterpreter is an is an occamoccam--ππ interpreter, available standinterpreter, available stand--alone alone 
or as a or as a pluginplugin for the for the jEditjEdit IDE.  Available for Windows, it runs almost IDE.  Available for Windows, it runs almost 
anywhere.  It is easy to port to new platforms.  It runs with a anywhere.  It is easy to port to new platforms.  It runs with a tiny tiny 
memory footprint (e.g. for the Lego memory footprint (e.g. for the Lego MindstormsMindstorms).).
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Summary (3/4)Summary (3/4)Summary (3/4)
We also teach using We also teach using JCSPJCSP, usually after , usually after occamoccam--ππ.  It is certainly possible .  It is certainly possible 
and effective to teach and effective to teach JCSPJCSP first.  There is an obvious advantage to those first.  There is an obvious advantage to those 
already familiar with Java.  Against this are the syntactic overalready familiar with Java.  Against this are the syntactic overheads of heads of 
Java (where going Java (where going parallelparallel, even with , even with JCSPJCSP, is not quite so immediate as , is not quite so immediate as 
loopinglooping), the runtime overheads of the underlying threads (on which ), the runtime overheads of the underlying threads (on which JCSPJCSP
is built) and the is built) and the selfself--policingpolicing necessary against retaining references to necessary against retaining references to 
objects owned by other processes (which would result in race hazobjects owned by other processes (which would result in race hazards).  ards).  
Nevertheless, we have done this in the past and may do so again.Nevertheless, we have done this in the past and may do so again. Some Some 
other universities other universities –– Surrey and Napier Surrey and Napier –– are teaching now with are teaching now with JCSPJCSP..

JCSP, C++CSPJCSP, C++CSP and and CHPCHP are (Lare (L--GPL) openGPL) open--source downloadable.source downloadable.

Functional programmers may like to try Functional programmers may like to try CHP CHP (Communicating Haskell (Communicating Haskell 
Processes).  This is implemented on top of Processes).  This is implemented on top of software transactional software transactional 
memorymemory, though the user need not know this., though the user need not know this.

There is also There is also CSO CSO (Communicating (Communicating ScalaScala Objects) from, and taught Objects) from, and taught 
at, Oxford.  This is pretty much the same as at, Oxford.  This is pretty much the same as JCSPJCSP –– the benefit being the benefit being 
the more sympathetic syntax provided by the more sympathetic syntax provided by ScalaScala. . 
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Summary (4/4)Summary (4/4)Summary (4/4)
Our students seem to have funOur students seem to have fun.  They are working with systems with .  They are working with systems with 
thirtythirty (or so) synchronising and communicating processes within the (or so) synchronising and communicating processes within the 
first three weeks first three weeks …… and and thousandsthousands by the end of the course.  None of by the end of the course.  None of 
the exercises have a heavy maths content.  Working with robots (the exercises have a heavy maths content.  Working with robots (real real 
and virtual) and animations is very motivating.  Many students pand virtual) and animations is very motivating.  Many students put in ut in 
extraordinary amounts of (their own) time extraordinary amounts of (their own) time ……

All our teaching materials for occam-π and JCSP are freely available 
(under GPL).  There’s quite a lot – follow the links from our position 
paper to this workshop.  Please let us know if you use them.  We will 
support you as best we can … we want you to have fun as well!

All our teaching materials for All our teaching materials for occamoccam--ππ and and JCSPJCSP are freely available are freely available 
(under GPL).  There(under GPL).  There’’s quite a lot s quite a lot –– follow the links from our position follow the links from our position 
paper to this workshop.  Please let us know if you use them.  Wepaper to this workshop.  Please let us know if you use them.  We will will 
support you as best we can support you as best we can …… we want you to have fun as well!we want you to have fun as well!

And now to write the book …   And now to write the book And now to write the book ……   

Feedback is, almost always, very positive.Feedback is, almost always, very positive. Grades are higher than Grades are higher than 
the norm the norm –– but the module is elective, taken by about onebut the module is elective, taken by about one--third of the third of the 
cohort.  We warned off those that doncohort.  We warned off those that don’’t want to program t want to program …… sadly, CS sadly, CS 
courses in the UK have lots of these courses in the UK have lots of these …… itit’’s not their fault (but thats not their fault (but that’’s s 
another story not for here and now).another story not for here and now).
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